
	  

	  
	  
 Volunteer or Donor More Valuable? 
 
In the last issue, we looked at what numbers/metrics your organization should be tracking. 
Now, let’s consider the topic of monetizing or placing a value on donors and volunteers. 

This 1Minute will address three main questions: Should we calculate Lifetime Value (LTV)? If 
we choose to, how would we do it? And, who is more valuable – a volunteer or a donor?  
 
Should we calculate LTV?  
 
The reason to calculate Average Donor LTV is two-fold: 

• To track its progress through the years  

• To make better decisions on spending budgets in new donor/prospect acquisition  

If we choose to, how would we do it?  

Calculating the Average Donor LTV involves a very simple formula: The average annual 
donation divided by attrition rate equals expected donations over a lifetime. For example, 
$100/yr divided by .10 (10% of donors drop out each year) equals $1,000. 
 
A goal of doubling the expected lifetime contribution can be accomplished either by getting 
donors to double their donations (hard to do) or by halving your donor attrition rate. In the 
example above, reducing the attrition rate to .05 (5% drop-outs) increases the LTV to $2,000 
with exactly the same giving level year to year. 
 
Who is more valuable, a volunteer or a donor?  
 
Average donor value is easier to quantify than volunteer value. Recent studies show that an 
average volunteer hour can be valued at about $25 (more for fundraising, less for janitorial). 
However, remember that volunteers also have a deeper commitment: lowering their drop out 
rate. Loyal volunteers may influence others to give: increasing their value, too.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Blake Conover, President 
 
P.S. Forgetting the person can be a trap! A one-time $100 donation may be a significant gift 
for some donors. If you only recognize “donors over $xxxx” – you may miss some of your 
most loyal donors and sacrificial gifts.  


